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Kyung-Sook Shin
I WENT TO MY FATHER
A new novel by the best-selling, Man-Booker winning author of Please Look After Mom
Published March 3 Changbi / Korea, already #1 bestseller in Korea
Translated by Anton Hur / English partial available

Shin’s first new novel in eight years is an epic story
about a family and the secrets that are often only
revealed by chance, but yet, help us understand our
parents, our siblings and ourselves as never before.
Father can be compared to her 2011 Man Asian
Prize winner, Please Look After Mom, however,
Father exceeds the scope of Please Look After Mom
and it seems more like Dr. Zhivago, a classic about
love and family, set against a revolution. A novelist
who has lost her only daughter hasn’t visited her
family in several years. Her pain is too great but
when her mother is hospitalized, she returns from
Seoul to the countryside to care for her ailing old
father, a mere shadow of his former self. She
discovers a trunk filled with letters between her older brother and father and begins to
uncover the astounding truths of his life. At times, tender; other times truly horrifying;
depicting the remote places in Korea with names like “Valley of Death” or “Devil’s
Village” where innocent civilians would be rounded up and killed and buried there after
the Korean War. The detailed descriptions of these horrors lend an incredible weight to
the personal stories being told in the book. Including an eyewitness account of the
4.19 democracy movement, I Went To My Father is unforgettable.
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VIOLET
Munhakdongne / Feminist Press, North America / Translated by Anton Hur / Will be
published March ’22 by Weidenfeld & Nicolson, UK & Commonwealth (who also is
re-issuing Please Look After Mom)

A NEGLECTED YOUNG WOMAN experiences the violence
and isolation of contemporary Korean society. Han Kang’s
The Vegetarian meets Elfriede Jelinek’s The Piano Teacher.
The book is a close observation of what would otherwise
be “a story soon to forget” of a young woman everyone
forgot, including her own parents. There are countless
moments of casual and not-so-casual moments of
violence: a pregnant stray cat rejected by everyone,
including the flower shop’s owner who tries throwing it
away but relents when the cat crawls back; the landlord’s
daughter yearning for a piano, and once obtained, her
father destroying it in a fit of rage, prompting his daughter to finally call the police on
him; the repeated image of the lush, green dropwort field, the site of San’s happiest
memory, but also the beginning of her saddest. These are interspersed with many
closely observed details such as a descriptive passage on Venus-fly-traps, a scene
with a caged dog, and a plethora of place-names in northern Seoul where the author
still lives to this day. The prose is unhurried, concise, and above all, intimate. The
original title is taken from the flower violets as well as the aural similarity to the English
word “violence”; in other words, the title is English to begin with. Violets was published
six years before The Vegetarian. “Kyung-Sook Shin’s novel bears none of the
anxiousness or cunning of a narrator eager to grab hold of a reader. She takes her
time, pays attention to things that seem insignificant but beautiful, and eventually binds
a spell around the reader until the very end. What seems like a series of random
thoughts always ends up as a setup to a greater effect down the line, and one marvels
at her sense of structure and design. I liken the charm of Shin’s writing to the
consolations of a lush plant.” —Park Wanseo, bestselling novelist
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Also by Kyung Sook Shin

PLEASE LOOK AFTER MOM
I’LL BE RIGHT THERE

THE GIRL WHO WROTE LONELINESS
THE COURT DANCER
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Jeungeun Hwang
EVERY YEAR
Changbi/Korea, #1 Book of the Year 2020 in South Korea, Janet Hong will translate
Compared to The Vegetarian in structure

Three women, the old mother and her two daughters,
contemplate their family life and bottled-up feelings through
the novel’s placating yet oddly unnerving prose. The mother’s
name is Soonja, which means “docile child”, and this idea
resonates throughout the novel, throughout all four sections,
and it becomes clearer in the last section how that concept
of obedience forced all the female characters to lead
regretful, repressed lives.

SAVAGE ALICE
Munhakdongne/Korea, Kawade Shobo Shinsha/Japan, English partial and report
Janet Hong translates

An uncanny, ever-haunting, and terrifyingly beautiful novel
that tells the story of Alicia, a homeless crossdresser, who
lives in the center of a big city—presumably Seoul. Every
night, Alicia comes back to his home village situated in the
southwestern suburb of Komori. He immerses himself in
memories from his childhood, a time when he lived with his
family in the same village.
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Soeun Gu
BLACK SAND
Winner of the Jeju 4.3 Peace Literature Award
First published by Eunhangnamu, new edition coming out in 2021

A stunning family saga about Jeju female divers known
as “hae-nyeo” or “jam-nyeo” in Korea, Black Sand
follows four generations of a hae-nyeo family who

leaves Udo Island for a Japanese island, Miyakejima.
The mother teaches the daughter her skills as a female
diver, and diving into the waters of a foreign country
becomes a dependable way of making a living for the
family that struggles with difficulties of their immigrant
life.

The

novel

descriptions

and

brings to the pages with vivid
brutal

honesty

the

stories

of

womanhood, colonialism, immigration, but above all
else, making family against the backdrop of historical
and cultural hardships and making peace with the
world.

STATELESS
Published by Baruenbooks, Korea

A heartwarming story about finding a biological parent,
love, foreign legion, and identity, Stateless depicts the

protagonist’s parents living through the tumultuous
moments of Korean history in the first chapter, and then
the narrative of the protagonist living as an immigrant in
France for about a decade in the second.
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Jeonghyun Kwon
KNIFE AND TONGUE
Published by Dasan / South Korea
Winner of Honbul Literary Award / Translated by Br. Anthony
Knife and Tongue is an epic novel set in Manchukuo with three
protagonists, Otozō (a Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese
Occupation Army in Manchuria), Chen (a revolutionary Chinese
chef following Mao Zedong), and Gilsun (a beautiful Korean
woman with a strong mind). Otozō Yamada is a real person in
history. He was a general in the Imperial Japanese Army during
World War II but It is known that he was a coward who didn’t like
war. This novel was inspired by his character and in the novel, he
is described as a person evading his responsibility as a general
but being obsessive about food. Chen is a Chinese chef trying to
assassinate Yamada, and he saved Gilsun from Japanese army
in Guangdong. Gilsun had been kidnapped and became one of
the comfort women on her way to meet her brother who was fighting for national
independence in Manchuria. After Chen saved her, she lived her life as Chen’s wife and she
helped Chen and her brother in Manchuria. But Chen failed to poison Yamada and other
Japanese officers, Gilsun was also arrested and became a sexual slavery of Yamada.
Yamada didn’t kill Chen, but he made Chen’s tongue cut off and ordered him to prepare a
dish twice a day. Chen exerted all his energies to cook the best meal, and Yamada was
getting accustomed to Chen’s cook. And Gilsun was watching for an opportunity to break
Yamada…… What will happen to these three people?
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Sung-Soon Lim
THE ARCTIC OCEAN
Published by Eunhangnamu / South Korea
Author of Consultant, winner of the Saegye Literary Award
Translated by Br. Anthony

“How brave . . . His experimental spirit and
unforgettable prose shine throughout this
novel. He [has taken] such splendid steps.”
-Yeowool Jeong (Literary Critic)

A Korean Moby Dick, The Arctic Ocean
captures the brutal world of Korean and
Southeast Asian sailors forced to labor on a
Japanese vessel during the Pacific War /
Japanese colonial rule era. It’s a big, daring
book where the author experiments with
formal elements, including a written claim for
damages, introduces many customs of
sailors, and explores what kind of atrocities
take place in an isolated, tumultuous setting
like the warring Pacific, and how violence transmits from one party to another, and
even within one interest group. As the plot thickens and escalates to an eventual
mutiny, Lim scrutinizes each and every character to reveal the meaning of good and
evil in moments of crisis, and under the most extreme circumstances imaginable.
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Joon-sung Hong
KARMA POLICE
Being Published by Eunhangnamu / Korea in March
An instant bestseller in Korea, published two months ago
exclusively on an e-book platform
Translated by Chi Young Kim, English partial available.

Karma Police, darkly funny and incisive, is a sprawling
epic/fable with elements of magical realism, a critique
of power and of modern society, and incorporates
various philosophical ideas. A propulsive read and
great story about a power hungry queen, an orphan,
and tragedy borne by greed. A section in the middle
with spirits and ghosts in play form is like Lincoln in
the Bardo i n parts. Karma Police is a complex homage
for many canonical literary works, from Faust to Greek
mythology, among others. Its world is explored from
different angles as the narrative zooms in on where the
story began in an old bookstore where a bat once
lived. Bat Boy, our hero, was conceived
after his parents ate the bat. The ruling
Queen Thorn is on the lookout for a
replacement heir after finding out her only
son is disabled. One of her minions
chances upon Bat Boy, who looks exactly
like the prince. Bat Boy is brought in secret
to grow up in the palace, occasionally
paraded as a normal, albeit fake, prince.
Karma Police also elaborates on the
backstory to Queen Thorn’s ruthless ruling
and how she walked the bloody path to her
crown, killing her own father and playing
dumb with power-hungry aristocrats before
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ruthlessly executing all of her political enemies. Once she’s made herself a
monarch everyone fears, she chooses a bookworm professor with no political
power as her consort to produce an heir. This twisted fate brings Queen Thorn
and Bat Boy together. Meanwhile, the country spirals into further chaos.
Diseases, unsanitary living conditions, and class divide continue to take various
tolls on the lower class. Racism of sorts is prevalent, goblins being
discriminated against everywhere (reminiscent of xenophobia). While violent
riots persist, the entire police force is focused exclusively on patrolling the
wealthier boroughs. Anarchists who have been targeting the corrupt government
find themselves imitating the structure and system they mean to defy, and
struggle to remain in denial. Queen Thorn also finds herself in a financial
dilemma. In order to distract the enraged people, she chooses to side with the
anarchists instead of supporting welfare projects. The anarchist leader, in
exchange for the secret royal patronage, agrees to terrorist acts carefully
designed to give an outlet to the growing public unrest. It all reaches a tipping
point one fateful night, when the goblins finally explode and collide with humans.
Amidst bombings and slaughters that ensue, the disabled prince is also rocked
to a perfectly normal, quite eloquent self. With the world outside in flames, the
prince kills Queen Thorn who locked him up his entire life.
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Milena Michiko
Flasar
MR. KATO PLAYS FAMILY
Translated by Lizzie Beuhler, translator of The Disaster Tourist
Will handle except  Italy, Spain and Holland.
Published in Germany by V
 erlag Klaus Wagenbach

The protagonist of this short novel, Mr. Kato,
is tired of life. Recently retired, he feels
unmoored and emotionally disconnected
from his wife and two adult children. He
regains stability from daily walks, where he
wonders how his life went wrong and
daydreams about getting a dog (which his
wife won’t allow).
One day, on one of his walks, he finds
himself in a local cemetery. Inspired, Mr.
Kato starts dancing wildly, with—he
thinks—no one watching. Someone does
see him, though; Mr. Kato’s unprompted
dance is interrupted by a young woman who
calls herself Mie. When asked who she is,
Mie enigmatically introduces herself as
someone who “plays family.” She invites Mr.
Kato to join her business Happy Family,
which hires people to act as part-time
relatives or acquaintances for hire. Mr. Kato
is confused by this business model, but he
accepts her business card.
When Mr. Kato arrives home, his wife tells him that she’s signed up for dance
classes. Kato smirks at the thought of someone so old dancing, but secretly he
is jealous.
The next day he calls Mie, who informs him that she is in fact not Mie, but
Satoko. Her name and persona, it turns out, change on a daily basis depending
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upon the needs of the clients who’ve hired her. Satoko assigns Mr. Kato his first
job: to play grandfather to a six-year-old half-American boy named Jordan,
whose real grandfather won’t see him because he is mixed-race. Mr. Kato’s job
is to make Jordan “feel that someone other than his mother cares about him.”
Mr. Kato has a pleasant time with Jordan but is dismayed to learn afterwards
that he must forget about each client after the job is done. No emotional
attachments are allowed, Satoko tells him.
After several other one-time gigs, Mr. Kato is invited to his largest job yet: a
wedding, which he’ll attend with all the other employees of Happy Family. At the
wedding reception, Satoko/Mie (whose name today is Sakura) delivers Mr. Kato
a zinger: she’s quitting the rent-a-family business. She gives him the name of
bigger agency he can join if he’d like to continue in this line of work. When a
surprised Mr. Kato asks why she’s quitting, Sakura replies that she can no
longer ignore the ethical implications. She recently played the role of a daughter
for two parents whose child had died fifteen years earlier, and she can’t stop
thinking about them, about the parents’ facial expressions, and the false comfort
that a replacement daughter provided. Sakura reveals to Mr. Kato that in real
life, she is nothing but a bored housewife. “When I work as a stand-in,” she
says, “part of me feels a deep sense of satisfaction, a feeling that I don’t get in
my normal life.” Mr. Kato is disappointed to hear the truth about his mysterious
boss, disappointed that she’s no longer an ethereal figure.
The next day, when Kato’s wife is away, his daughter stops by unexpectedly.
Father and daughter have an awkward conversation. His daughter fought with
her husband and wants to spend the night with her parents. When Mrs. Kato
returns home and skillfully comforts their daughter, Mr. Kato decides to do
something kind for his wife: buy her flowers. When he brings home the bouquet,
though, he’s flustered to see that his she already has a separate bouquet, one
sent to her from a friend.
Life continues, and while Mr. Kato decides to quit the rent-a-family business, the
spontaneity of his former job seeps into his everyday interactions. When Kato’s
son asks him to help pay for his and his wife’s fertility treatment, his formerly
stingy father is happy to help. “Life,” he tells his son, "is too short not to be
enjoyed.” After Mr. and Mrs. Kato move to a new apartment, Mr. Kato decides
to commit the ultimate act of cliched spontaneity: he buys tickets for him and
wife to go to Paris. When he presents the tickets to his wife, she is delighted
that her normally cold husband has done something so heartfelt, if a bit trite.
Kato, it seems, has learned how to live. “It's nice to nod off to the sound of your
heartbeat, like listening to very soft music,” he muses in the last line of the book.
“And then to hear it once more upon waking in the morning. You feel your heart
inside you; it’s beating.
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Hyeyoung Pyun
THE OWL CRIES
Author of Shirley Jackson Prize winning The Hole, just optioned by Sam Esmail
Productions for film/TV, Published by Moonji
Her extraordinary new novel has drawn comparisons to Murakami’s Killing
Commendatore
A partial available / Translated by Sora Kim Russell

From start to finish, THE OWL CRIES likes to slither through
the reader’s fingers. Packed full of unraveling events, the book

starts with the lawyer Yi Ha-in looking for his missing older
brother who was the forester in a mountainous village, and
races through a series of incidents: Ha-in’s visit to the village
and personal investigation, odd behaviors of the villagers,
mysteries surrounding the role of the forester, hallucinatory
experiences of Park In-su who’s just replaced Ha-in’s brother,
what seems to be a suspicious hit-and-run, and growing
questions about the empty basement, the pet owl, and what is
really going on deep in the forest. Right off the bat, THE OWL CRIES bares its teeth
and keeps hissing, but as the reader can’t seem to grasp what’s actually going on in
the village, the disorienting feeling of the dark, mysterious forest only grows.

THE HOLE
Munji/Korea (2016), Translated by Sora Kim- Russell, Arcade/North
America, published in August 2017, Ecus Publishing/Taiwan, btb
Verlag/Germany
just optioned by Sam Esmail Productions for film/TV
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THE LAW OF THE LINES
Published by Munhak
WEL rights sold Arcade, btb/Germany
Translation by Sora Kim Russell

WHEN GI-JEONG’S ESTRANGED HALF-SISTER IS
FOUND DROWNED in a river , Gi-jeong goes in search
of anyone who might be able to tell her what
happened. Meanwhile, Se-oh, who has not left her
house in years for fear of being tracked down by
people from her past, ventures out on a rare errand
only to return home to find that her father has been
killed in a gas explosion. The police are impatient to
close both cases as suicides triggered by
insurmountable debts, but Gi-jeong and Se-oh believe
there is more to their stories. As Se-oh hunts down the man she is convinced
was responsible for her father ’s death and plans her revenge, Gi-jeong slowly
closes in on Se-oh.Since her literary debut in 2000, Hye-young Pyun has been
stunning Korean readers with her dark, philosophical take on human nature, and
winning every major literary award in Korea, including the Hanguk Ilbo Literary
Award in 2007, the prestigious Yi Hyo-seok Literary Award in 2009, and both the
Today’s Young Writer Award and the Dongin Literary Award in 2010. While
Pyun’s previous works have focused on people struggling against loss, THE
LAW OF LINES focuses on the aftermath of loss, on how people try to make
sense of tragedy or else find themselves trapped. Se-oh’s thirst for revenge is
not simply a desire to bring about an end to one life but a longing for a new
future; Gi-jeong’s quest to discover what happened to her unwanted half-sister
proves to be much more than a search for answers. Gi- jeong and Se-oh are like
two points in space, isolated in their loss and grief, and yet connected to each
other by the very same.
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Son Bomi
THE LITTLE VILLAGE
Published by Moonji Publishing Company
Translated by Janet Hong
The Little Village opens almost innocuously, only to
turn into a detective story seething with secrets of a
family, a mysterious village, female celebrities, and
beyond. A deft storyteller not unlike Liane Moriarty,
Son Bo-mi presents to us a page turner that also
fathoms the complex interiority of characters like
many of Amy Hempel’s masterful, introspective
stories. The first person narrator of Little Village is
living a life far from the “little village” where she grew
up until she became eleven years old. She works as
a part-time college instructor, and occasionally as a
translator. She is married to a man who works in
entertainment and who is in the habit of collecting
articles about the celebrities he manages in a
scrapbook. But her perfectly normal life is uprooted by her mother’s death, followed
by persistent phone calls from her long-estranged father who left her and her mother
decades ago.
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Unsu Kim
THE CABINET
Original, hilarious, and profound debut novel from the bestselling author of The Plotters
Compared to Jeff Noon’s Arthur C Clarke Award winner, Vurt / winner of the 12th Munhak
Dongne Novel Award, Film rights handled by Emily Hayward
Whitlock/Artists Partnership, Sold to Angry Robot WEL
publishing in 2021 / Translated by Sean Lin Hibert

The Cabinet is the story about documents in Cabinet 13.
This seemingly ordinary, old cabinet is filled with stories that
are peculiar, strange, eye-popping, disgusting, enraging,
and touching. The narrator is an office worker in his 30s, as
ordinary as the cabinet. But he once spent 178 days
drinking nothing but cans of beer. And his colleague Son
Jeong-eun is a quiet, chubby girl who draws nobody’s
attention. But she also has a strange habit of devouring
more than 100 pieces of sushi at once. In this novel, the
cabinet is a container that holds all the truths of the world.
Kim Un-su puts truth into the cabinet “as it is” and keeps it
fresh under proper temperature and moisture, utilizing his
precise prose and rich style. Each episode, preposterous and weird, is intricately interwoven
with the narrator’s story piles atop each other like Lego blocks that form a perfectly
assembled structure.

HOT BLOODED
Calm Matin/ France, HarperCollins/ Italy, Europa Verlag/ Germany
Korean film being released soon

Heesu, a gangster disguised as a hotelier, wants to wash his hands of his dangerous
life as he marries his first love and hopes to start a family. But the timing can’t be
worse, as his gang is expanding its business into a larger territory at the port with
steep competition. Thrown in the ruthless world of betrayal and violence, he struggles
to seek redemption.
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Seo Mi Ae
THE ONLY CHILD SEQUEL
Psychological thriller so vivid
that it calls to mind Jeanette Walls’
incredulous nonfiction
Fast-paced, sinister, and piercing
like Gillian Flynn’s Sharp Objects

SUNKYUNG,

WHO’S

MARRIED

TO

A

SURGEON AND JUST FOUND OUT SHE’S
PREGNANT WITH HIS CHILD, feels like a
tightrope walker at all times. Her stepdaughter,
Hayoung, is one unnerving mystery that flails a
knife at a stray bat. Her husband has also
proven to be a tough nut to crack, even more
so when he insists on moving against her will,
supposedly for the wellbeing of her and their unborn child. While she tries to adapt to
her new life in a small seaside village, terrifying truths from the past, one by one,
surface—about her stepdaughter, her husband, his dead ex-wife, and the house
they’ve moved into.
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Won-pyung Sohn
PRISM
A new novel by the author of the bestselling phenomenon in Korea, Almond /
EunHaeng Namu Publishing Co. Ltd in Korea
Sold to Shodensha in Japan
Joungmin Comfort translates.
A partial available
A heart-warming contemplation on acceptance and healing

A story about men and women in their twenties
and thirties making peace with the world and
themselves, Prism delves into the complexity of

human relationship and how the sheer fact of
coexistence, as much as it complicates, can also
heal sometimes. It is a series of coincidences that
bring together four young people, Yejin, Jane,
Hogye, and Dowon. As these four people are
brought, and at times forced, together, they evolve
in different ways. At the end of Prism, each of

them still harbors the pain that comes with human
connections. But not one of them takes a step
back. All of them move decidedly on, either towards or away from one another.
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Gu Byong-Mo
BRUISED FRUIT
Forthcoming in 2022
Wisdom House/Korea, Peter Joseph Books/US,
Sceptre, Hodder/UK, Ullstein/Germany,
Decrenzco/France, Linking/Taiwan, Mondadori/Italy
Complete translation available, 344 pages
Both

an

action/thriller

and

a

solemn

examination of aging, Bruised Fruit follows
the story of Hornclaw, a 65 year old female
contract killer who is considering retirement.
A fighter who has experienced loss and grief
early on and lives in a state of self-imposed
isolation, Hornclaw ends up revealing her
vulnerabilities one day, causing a sequence of
events where her past catches up with her. A
meditation on aging and the way grief shapes
individual lives, this book is particularly
resonant with its focus on a damaged woman
surviving in a man’s world.
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You-Jeong Jeong
JINI, JINNY
EunHaeng Namu Publishing Co. Ltd
Sold to Philipe Piquier/France,  Indonesia /
PT Gramedia Pustaka Utama (2020)

YOU-JEONG JEONG’S LATEST, JINI,
JINNY, IS A POWERFUL NOVEL that
touches on environmentalism, human
arrogance vis a vis the animal kingdom,
and what it means to search for and fulfill
a life’s purpose. The first non-thriller by
the renowned crime novelist, this book is
an exciting adventure with dashes of
magical realism.
The book opens with Jini, a 34-year-old
woman who is working on her PhD in
primatology. She is in the Congo for
research. She stumbles across a bonobo
in illegal captivity, and though she knows
what she should do, she ends up not
doing anything; not reporting it, not telling
anyone about it. This weighs on her heavily in the following half year or so and she
decides to leave her field. On her last day at work, the primate research center she
works at gets a report that a bonobo is on the loose; she and her mentor go to help
capture it, but get into a car accident on their way back.
When she comes to, she realizes she's in the body of the bonobo, who she and her
mentor have decided to call Ginny. The book alternates between her voice and the
perspective of Minju, a thirty-year-old man who doesn't have a job or money or a
purpose in life. He discovers the accident and calls 911. Jini, in the body of Ginny,
manages to convince Minju that she is Jini and the rest of the book follows their
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attempts to get to the hospital where Jini's body is in surgery so that she can return
to her body. But the bonobo's consciousness takes over the animal’s body and Jini
learns about the bonobo's past life. At the very end she realizes that the bonobo
whose body she is occupying is the bonobo she failed to help in the Congo months
ago. She wrestles with the fact that humans have been dominating and privileging
themselves over animals and, knowing that her soul will die along with her severely
damaged human body, returns to her original body, allowing the bonobo to return to
its home in the Congo.
During this time, Minju finds purpose and risks everything to help Jini, making that
human connection that he hasn't ever experienced; this incident forces him to grow
up and find meaning again. The characters are particularly well realized, with a
strong, conflicted, and ultimately sacrificial woman
The story in brief: The book opens with Jini, a 34 year old woman who is working on
her PhD in primatology, in the Congo for research. She stumbles across a bonobo in
illegal captivity, and though she knows what she should do, she ends up not doing
anything; not reporting it, not telling anyone about it. This weighs on her heavily in the
following half year or so, and she decides to leave her field and quit. On her last day,
the primatology center she works at gets a report that a bonobo is on the loose; she
and her mentor go to help capture it, but get into a car accident. When she comes to,
she realizes she's in the body of the bonobo, who she and her mentor refer to as
Jinny. The book alternates between her voice and the voice of Minju, a thirty year old
man who doesn't have a job or money or a purpose in life, who is the one who
discovers the accident and calls 911. Jini, in the body of Jinny, manages to convince
Minju that she is Jini and the rest of the book follows their attempts to get to the
hospital where Jini's body is in surgery so that she can return to her body. But more
and more the bonobo's consciousness takes over the bonobo's body and Jini learns
about the bonobo's past life, and at the very end she realizes that the bonobo whose
body she is occupying is the bonobo she failed to help in the Congo months ago.
(This part felt a little too pat.) She wrestles with the fact that humans have been
dominating and privileging themselves over animals and, knowing that her soul will
die along with her severely damaged human body, returns to her original body,
allowing the bonobo to return to its home in the Congo. During all this Minju finds
purpose and risks everything to help Jini, making that human connection that he
hasn't had in a long time; this incident forces him to grow up and find meaning
again.
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Jeong’s characteristic powerful writing; it’s all about loss and disappointment and
sacrificing yourself to do the right thing and critiquing human arrogance vis a vis the
animal world, with a dash of genuine humor and rollicking adventure/action.

SEVEN YEARS OF DARKNESS
EunHaeng Namu Publishing Co. Ltd
Sold to Viking/UK, Little Brown/UK, U.S./ Penguin Books,
Unionsverlag/Germany, Philippe Picquier/France,

China/Beijing Land of Wisdom Press, Thailand/ Post
Publishing, Germany/ Unions Verlag, Taiwan/ Rye Field
Publication, France/ Decrescenzo Editeurs, Vietnam/
Alpha Books Corp., Japan/ Shoshikankanbou Publishing,
Russia/ AST Licence Limited, Indonesia/PT Gramedia
Pustaka Utam (2018), Brazil/ TODAVIA LIVROS (2019),
Poland / Wydawnictwo Kobiece Lukasz Kierus(2020),
Czech / Host vydavatelství, s. r. o.,(2020),
Greece/Metaixmio Publications(2020), Illuminatio/Polish

28
EunHaeng Namu Publishing Co. Ltd, Calm Matin/France,
Unionsverlag/Germany, China / Oriental People's
Publishing & Media Co., Ltd., Vietnam / Nha Nam
Publishing and Communications JSCNha Nam
Publishing and Communications JSC(2016.4), France /
MATIN CALME, SNC (2020), Germany / Unions Verlag

(2020), Indonesia / PT Gramedia Pustaka Utama(2020)

28 SYNOPSIS THIS ADRENALINE-FILLED NOVEL is
written from the six characters’ intersecting points of
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view, a stark reminder that no event is ever clear-cut. Brimming with characters that
are larger than life and embroidered with evocative meditations on humanity, 28 is a
riveting ride of fear, despair, and the power of empathy. This blockbuster of a novel is

reminiscent of the very best of Stephen King and is sure to be a worldwide sensation.
A thrilling, multilayered tale of undying loyalty and unlikely kinship during uncertain
times, 28 is the explosive new bestseller by You-jeong Jeong, the celebrated Korean
master of suspense. Injecting her trademark precision and complex, irresistible
characters into this story of a city overtaken by a mysterious disease, Jeong has
crafted an intricate study of the true form human nature takes during disaster and the
resulting anarchy. In a small, quiet city near Seoul, a dog breeder is discovered near
death in his apartment, his skin sallow and his eyes bloodshot. The place is overrun
with caged dogs; they too are dead or dying. Only one manages to escape—Ringo, a
hulking wolf-dog. Although emergency technicians rush the breeder to the hospital,
he hemorrhages to death. A few days later, the same emergency technicians are
brought to the hospital exhibiting identical symptoms, all except Gi-jun, who entered
the apartment first. Afraid that he might be infected as well, he stays away from his
wife and young daughter and dives into work.
Soon, the hospital staff begins succumbing to the disease, and Su-jin, a junior
emergency room nurse, is pulled in to cover for her colleagues. Entire neighborhoods
are stricken and the hospital is overrun with the dead and dying. Soon the military
enforces a quarantine of the city and declares martial law. Su-jin periodically stops by
the apartment she shares with her father but she is consumed with anxiety—her
father is nowhere to be found. Around the same time, the city’s elusive veterinarian,
Jae-hyeong, once an up-and-coming musher in Alaska, begins to see more canine
patients in his dog shelter. He is also trying to get rid of a brash, insistent reporter,
Yun-ju, who wrote a damning article accusing him of killing his sled dogs many years
ago in Alaska and doing the same to the animals in his shelter. Acting on an
anonymous tip, Yun-ju was trying to get more information about Jae-hyeong when
the quarantine strands her in the city. Although Jae-hyeong is initially standoffish, he
asks for Yun-ju’s help when he unexpectedly finds himself a guardian of a young
blind girl. As Jae-hyeong and Yun-ju begin to understand each other’s strengths and
passions, they gradually develop a mutual affection.
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Yun-ju’s anonymous source is Dong-hae, who has an axe to grind with Jae-hyeong.
Years ago, he was beating his father’s beloved dog, Cookie, when Jae-hyeong
intervened and rescued the animal. Jae-hyeong’s involvement brought Dong-hae’s
violence to the attention of his father, who then sent him to the military. Now that
Dong-hae is back in town, he is obsessed with revenge. He stalks Jae-hyeong,
waiting for a chance to snatch Cookie so he can finish the dog off. He also stalks his
parents, resentful of having always been the black sheep. With sociopathic
conviction, Dong-hae roams the stricken city, focused only on his own mission. But
when Dong-hae accidentally kidnaps Star, another one of Jae-hyeong’s dogs,
instead of Cookie, he launches a tangled web of events that end with his death.
Ringo, who has been hiding in the woods since his escape, rescues Star. Ringo is
madly in love with Star, and the two dogs stay together, away from the chaos. Soon,
people realize the disease originated in dogs, and the government sends armed
military personnel to round up dogs and kill them. Eventually, the government cuts off
all access to the outside, including internet and cell phone service, and the military
stands by as the city descends into violent riots, looting, and other crime. As people
try to flee the city on covert midnight journeys
through the woods, rumors abound that the military is shooting anyone who attempts
to break the quarantine. With nobody to trust and a large number of townspeople
succumbing to this mysterious disease, Gi-jun, Su-jin, Jae-hyeong, Yun-ju, and
Dong-hae try to survive in their own ways, feeling increasingly abandoned and
isolated. Some of them begin to descend into madness, as others dig deep to do the
right thing. In the end, as the military slaughters protesting civilians, Gi-jun,
Jae-hyeong, and Ringo face off, fueled by sorrow, revenge, and despair.
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Young-sook Kang
BUNKER X BURIM DISTRICT
Life in the terrifying bunker of a polluted world
Film & TV rights available
Partial due by the fall
About the Author: Young-sook Kang started
her literary career by winning Seoul Shinmin’s
spring writing competition with her short story
“A Meal in August.” She has published several
short story collections, including: Shook, A

Festival A Day, Dumbbells at Night, Regarding
the Black inside Red, and Grey Literature. She
has also published the novels Lina, Lighting

Club, and The Sad and Cheerful Teletubby Girl.
She has won the Hankook Ilbo Literary Prize,

the Baek Sin-ae Literary Prize, the Kim
Yoo-jung Literary Prize, and the Lee Hyoseok
Literary Prize.

Published by Changbi
Translated by Janet Hong
IT IS ONE YEAR AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE nicknamed ‘The Big One’ destroyed everything
in Burim District, and Yujin is living in a

bunker. This is the bunker Yujin found after

wandering from shelter to shelter. She lives in the damp and stuffy bunker with 10 other
people, surviving off any debris they can find and the survival kits occasionally distributed to
them from the outside. The first thing that jumps out at readers about this book is the
desolate life in the bunker and the ashen landscape of District Burim which was razed to the
ground by an earthquake. Young-sook Kang, who has frequently dealt with the topics of
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cities and disasters in her novels, paints an even more vivid and shocking depiction of
disasters in this book. In particular, the memories that South Koreans have of recent
disasters— such as fine dust, large earthquakes, and nuclear disasters—are combined with
the novel’s landscapes, leaving truly poignant scenes for the reader.
The reason why Yujin and the other survivors of ‘The Big One’ must live in the bunker is
because the government judged that Burim District was a polluted area after the earthquake,
subsequently isolating it from the rest of the world. People are allowed to leave Burim District
and settle in nearby N city, but in order to do this they must first put a biometric chip in their
bodies and become ‘objects of management’. The people who cannot—or will not—do this
have no choice but to remain in the bunker. But one day, people in gray hazmat suits come
into Burim District carrying a large human-sized machine. It doesn’t take long before people
start disappearing from the bunker and rumors start surfacing. Now Yujin, who has been
sending people one by one to N city, begins to wonder if she can survive till the end.

At the same time, while describing the history of Burim District and showing how there were
already cracks and gaps existing beneath the surface of everyday life, Young-sook Kang
imagines an earthquake that instantly makes the social inequalities painfully apparent. Before
‘The Big One’, Burim District was already a failing city. Although it enjoyed a short-lived
boom from the iron industry, closures and suspended projects for redevelopment caused the
city to be abandoned. Eventually Burim District became the home for all of society’s
rejects—people who have no place to go because they have either failed in the big city or
because they are sick. The image of a government that so quickly labels, isolates, and
abandons a failed city where people whom no one cares for live, feels less like fiction and
more like the inequalities that are present in every corner of our society today.
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Lee Geumyi
THE PICTURE BRIDE
“Painfully, happily, and with passion, I will overcome
life’s waves and survive.”
“A heart-warming story about family as told by three women”

We represent Europe, Eastern Europe,
WEL, and the Middle East only
Emily Hayward Whitlock of The Artists
Partnership is handling all film/TV rights
AN UPMARKET COMMERCIAL NOVEL
about three Korean women in 1910 who
are mail-order brides ("picture brides") to
Korean laborers in Hawaii. They escape
their lives of oppression dreaming of better
circumstances in America, but things in
Hawaii don't quite turn out the way they
expect. A great plot and voice, the
descriptions of immigrant life in Hawaii in
the early 20th century are so vivid, and I
think you'll REALLY like these three
Changbi Publishers

women, they're kind of fabulous; strong

Sold to Marchewald/Germany

female characters grappling with social

Sold to Forge Books/Macmillan for

change.

North America
Scribe Publishers for UK and

Complete English translation

Commonwealth

available (400 pages in total)
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THE MAIN CHARACTER OF THE PICTURE BRIDE IS AN 18-YEAR-OLD GIRL named
Willow who lives in a small village in Gimhae, Gyeongsang Province during the
Japanese occupation. Because Willow’s father, who was a soldier in the Righteous
Army, died fighting the Japanese Empire, her mother has had to raise Willow and her
younger brother by herself. Despite being a yangban (aristocrats of the Joseon
dynasty), Willow is unable to go to school or study like her brother because she is a
girl. Then one day, a matchmaker comes with an offer for marriage. The marriage
proposal, however, is for a picture marriage: a type of marriage that existed during
the Japanese occupation in which Korean women were sent to Hawaii after only
exchanging pictures with Korean men who immigrated there for work. Women in their
teens and twenties who were married off under such circumstances were called
“picture brides.”
Willow, Hong-ju, and Song-hwa are the names of the three picture brides of this
story—women who stood in line at the immigration office, planning on immigrating to
Hawaii in hopes of a better life. But different fates await each of these three women,
who bravely crossed the Pacific Ocean, leaving behind their home and their parents
in search of a better life. Hong-ju, who dreams of a marriage of “natural love,” meets
a man who looks twenty years older than his picture; Song-hwa, who wants to
escape from her life of ridicule as the granddaughter of a shaman, meets a lazy
drunkard. And then there’s Willow, whose 26-year-old groom, Taewan, looks just as
he did in his picture. But the excitement of coming to a faraway foreign land and
marrying a new person is short-lived. Taewan, who still has feelings for his first love,
is unable to open up to Willow. Then, Willow’s friend Hong-ju, with whom Willow
travelled to Hawaii from their hometown, leaves Willow for a different region of
Hawaii. Worse yet, not only is Willow severely discriminated against by the White
managers of the sugarcane field, she is also treated poorly by Japanese immigrants
because she is from Joseon, a colony of the Japanese Empire. And just like that,
Willow, who had hopes of studying in Hawaii and sending money back to Korea, is
met with the hard reality of life as an immigrant.
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Ji Young Gong
A TALL BLUE LADDER
Ji Young Gong, winner of prestigious awards such as
21st Century Literary Award and Oh Young-soo
Literature Award, is irrefutably one of the most popular
contemporary novelists in South Korea. She has a
knack for inventing an insightful, unique literary voice
while not compromising deeply engaging, relatable
plot. She’s like a Korean Jennifer Egan: keen, daring
yet empathetic,
surprising.

socially

conscious,

and

ever

Published by Hanibook
An important book that puts the contemporary
South Korea—torn by war and ideological
differences, coping still with the remnants of
dictatorship and the teething troubles
of a young democracy—into perspective
Contemplative, spiritual, symbolic,
and commercial at once, like Paulo Coelho

DISGUISED AS A LOVE STORY, A Tall Blue Ladder explores the essential questions
of human life that have haunted the monks at the Benedict monastery in South
Korea. The protagonist Johan is a monk who still can’t overcome his devastating
romance with an engaged woman, Sohee, that took place more than a decade ago.
When he’s told that Sohee’s returning to Korea, and hopes to see him for the first
time since she left to marry his fiance in America, Johan’s sotic life begins to
dramatically change.
Starting with Johan’s long-unanswered questions on love that only expand—from
that between man and woman, to familial affection, friendship, and commitment to
truths and God—A Tall Blue Ladder questions the role of religion, furthermore, that of
faith and integrity, in the grand scheme of things. The natural human desires in
conflict with the monks’ life of abstinence also come into question throughout the
narration of historical incidents of timeless gravity that shook the Korean peninsula,
not even a century ago: the Korean war, atrocities of North Korean and Chinese
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communist armies, concentration camps, years of dictatorship, struggle towards a
free, democratic country, and ongoing labor issues. But beyond and amidst all that,
Johan finally finds peace, not unlike a pilgrim, in recognizing the importance of every
journey on earth, and where the final destination should lie.

THE OPEN SEA
A profound story about love and experience, reminiscent of The Notebook
Sophisticated prose with insights into human nature
and the life-bending reach of emotion, like Elizabeth Strout
The Open Sea is another masterpiece on enduring love by Ji-young Gong, author of
Our Happy Time. The protagonist Meeho, a sixty-something divorcee and professor
of German Literature, seems to be exchanging casual texts with a man she calls
“someone with whom I haven’t talked for forty years and have just happened to
reconnect on Facebook.” Despite Meeho’s attempts to brush it off, the reader quickly
finds out that this man is in fact her first love Joseph, and that he used to be studying
to become a priest. Now, forty years after their painful and ill-communicated breakup,
Meeho leaves for New York to meet the very first man she loved, who once
proclaimed he would betray and abandon everything--his faith, family, and even
God--and who, as it turns out, married another woman not a year after they parted
ways.
Throughout the novel, deftly placed flashbacks intercept Meeho’s reunion with
Joseph that takes place in NYC. As their awkward reunion unfolds, glimpses into
their past as young lovers reveal their complex, unshared backstories. From first
encounter to breakup, the flashbacks follow closely what each one of this young
couple was going through, and how society oppressed by a dictator at the time was
shaping their respective future, against their will: Joseph’s mother and sister plotting
against their budding romance, the arrest of Meeho’s father who was involved in
activist movements, Meeho’s proud mother who refused to look after her husband
who had returned tortured and disabled, the death of Meeho’s father, Joseph’s
agony of being torn between his religious commitment and his first love, Joseph’s
self-destructive behaviors after Meeho left to study abroad, and many more. Each of
these fully fleshed-out backstories adds another layer to the reunion of Meeho and
Joseph, as they behold each other after four decades has passed--four decades,
during which Joseph married and started business in New York and Meeho’s
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daughter, about twice the age at which Meeho fell in love with Joseph, got pregnant
with her first child.
As the novel unravels, over a span of their day-long reunion in NYC and across the
entirety of their short-lived romance, Meeho and Joseph discover that there are two
specific incidents of gravity that have pestered them that the other seems to have
forgotten. They become puzzled, upset, and at long last, resigned over this
discrepancy in their memory; after all, Meeho muses, that’s the nature of human
experience--to be experienced and archived differently. But just about when she
finally seems to conclude that her first love was like all the other cliches of
life--unreliable self-fabrication--the memory rushes back to her in the dead of night:
Joseph and her swimming together in an open sea, with their friends far away ashore.
With that last puzzle piece clicking into place, Meeho realizes that her story with
Joseph is far from finished, and in fact, has only just started.
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Jamie Marina Lau
GUNK BABY
Author of Pink Mountain on Locust Island
Australia and UK May 2021
Pre-empted by Lee Brackstone for Weidenfeld & Nicolson and Robert Watkins
for Hachette Australia- they will publish late 2021

Complete English manuscript ready.
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PINK MOUNTAIN
ON LOCUST ISLAND
Being published by Hachette Australia (May, 2021) and the Coffee House Press, 2020

Weidenfeld & Nicolson/UK
MODERNITY,

ART, FAMILY, GENDER, DRUGS, MUSIC,

ADOLESCENCE,

business,

religion, internet cafes, food,

strangers, aesthetics, vacations, fashion, desires, dreams,
expectations, brown couches. An unpredictable and innovative
debut novel from a provocative new voice in Australian fiction.
Embracing the noir tradition and featuring a prose style quite
unlike any before—with references that will go both over your
head and under your feet—Pink Mountain on Locust Island will
flip readers upside down and turn your understanding of the
world around you around.
Pink Mountain on Locust Island is:
a) a subterranean noir of the most electronic generation – the
pink-white bursts of a teenage nomad;
b) a fizzing of the New Wave underground art province, with its
melting pot of noise bands and Phife, amnesiac and digitalised
bossa novas, and art installations about art installations;
c) a 24-hour yank between pulverised English, elastic Cantonese and the newest, digitalized dialect of
transcultural landscapes;
d) a novel narrated among the lumps of Monk’s daydreams, her violent, claustrophobic encounters,
and her staccato movements through a hyper real pop culture world that could only belong to our 21st
century;
e) all of the above.
Jamie Marina Lau’s Pink Mountain on Locust Island is like nothing else I ‘ve read. In lush bursts of
prose stretched by the possibilities of Cantonese, bossa nova, and new wave music, Lau offers an
artifact of writing in the digital age, a provocative debut that has been called both ‘teenage daydream’
and ‘hardboiled noir.’ Urban life, the experience of growing up in a diasporic community, and our
responsibilities to ourselves and one another in and outside of art are unpacked here with insight and
tenderness. Our aim at Coffee House is to champion authors who are willing to take risks, whose work
expands the possibilities of language, and Lau certainly fits the bill.”
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Ae-ran Kim
MY BRILLIANT LIFE
“A moving, earnest, and deeply-felt exploration of a unique family in all its joys and
disappointments . . . an utter delight.”
—Claire Lombardo, New York Times bestselling author of The Most FunWe Ever Had
“This novel snuck up on me and captured my heart.”
—Margarita Montimore, USA Today bestselling author of Oona Out of Order
Changi/ Forge Publishers WEL – publishing January ’21 Sold to Cass Verlag/Germany,
Philipe Picquier/France

MY BRILLIANT LIFE INTERWEAVES THE PAST AND
PRESENT of a tight-knit family, who find joy in even the
most difficult times. Despite being house-bound due to an
accelerated-aging disorder, Areum lives life to its fullest,
vicariously

through

the

stories

of

his

parents,

conversations with Little Grandpa Jang—his sixty-year-old
neighbor and best friend, and the books he reads to visit
the places he would otherwise never see. For several
months, Areum has been working on a manuscript, piecing
together his parents’ often embellished stories about his
family and childhood. He hopes to present it on his
birthday, as a final gift to his parents: their own
falling-in-love story. As his 17th birthday approaches, Areum moves into the
long-term ward in the city hospital, which brings abrupt change to his daily life; from
a new friend who might be more—or less—than what she seems, to his loving
parents who are definitely keeping something from him.
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Kaja Malanowska
FOG
Just published by TEXT / WEL
Sold to Goldman Verlag/Germany

When a young woman is found murdered
in her Warsaw apartment, the investigating
detectives—Marcin Sawicki and his new
colleague, the talented but enigmatic Ada
Rochniewicz—are under pressure to close
the case quickly. But Ada’s powers of
intuition have already got her into trouble
once before. And the sexist police force is
not on her side. As the investigation
proceeds, we meet the victim’s jilted lover,
a mentally unstable working-class youth;
her

cleaner,

a

Chechen

refugee

in

desperate circumstances; the man who
broke her heart and joined a cult. And let’s
not forget Ada’s eccentric sister, Kasia, nor
her grumpy cat Albert-Amelia. Getting to
the truth becomes a darker and more
complex matter than Marcin and Ada can
imagine, as they confront a corrupt political and religious establishment.
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Kwon Yeon-sun
LEMON
Changbi, Other Press / US, Head of Zeus / UK- Publishing in 2021
Japan, Thailand, Vietnam, AST/Russia, Saggitore/Italy
Complete translation available
Though the book loosely follows the structure of a
detective novel, finding the perpetrator is not the main
objective here. Instead, the work explores grief and
trauma, and asks important questions about guilt,
retribution, and the meaning of death and life. In the
summer of the 2002, when Korea is abuzz with the
Korea-Japan

FIFA

World

Cup,

a

beautiful

nineteen-year-old girl named Hae-on is murdered in
what would become known as the High School Beauty
Murder. There are two suspects: rich boy Shin Jeongjun,
whose car Hae-on was last seen in, and fried chicken
delivery boy Han Manu, who witnesses Hae-on in the
passenger seat of Jeongjun’s car just a few hours before
her death. The novel begins with a scene in which
Hae-on’s younger sister imagines a police detective
interrogating Han Manu.
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Choi Eunyoung
SHOKO’S SMILE
Forthcoming in the Spring ’21 Viking /US, John Murray UK

Complete translation available
In crisp, unembellished prose, Eun-young
Choi paints intimate portraits of the lives
of

young

women

in

South

Korea,

balancing the personal with the political. In
the

title

story,

a

fraught

friendship

between an exchange student and her
host sister follows them from adolescence
to adulthood. In “A Song from Afar,” a
young woman grapples with the death of
her lover, traveling to Russia to search for
information

about

the

deceased.

In

“Secret,” the parents of a teacher killed in
the Sewol ferry sinking hide the news of
her death from her grandmother.
In the tradition of Sally Rooney, Banana
Yoshimoto,

and

Marilynne

Robinson–writers from different cultures
who all take an unvarnished look at human
relationships and the female experience–Choi Eunyoung is a writer to watch.
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Yun Ko-Eun
THE DISASTER TOURIST
Think Tarantino meets Bong Joon Ho meets Michael Crichton
The Disaster Tourist, a grim satire of

capitalism, resonates during a pandemic that
has revealed the brutal calculus of “essential
work.”
-The Atlantic
Minumsa, Profile/UK
Counterpoint/US
Reservoir Books/Spain, Delcourt/France
Published to rave reviews in the US and UK
this summer

A SATIRICAL THRILLER SET IN THE WORLD
OF DISASTER TOURISM. Visitors who flock
to Chernobyl and the Salton Sea are
customers. A young agent who has been
sexually harassed in the office is sent to Mui,
a Southeast Asian sinkhole to determine its
continued viability as a tourist destination for
her firm. Once there she is asked to help the owners magnify the not very exciting
disaster to help save their business. What starts out as a weird favor turns into a
nightmare of untold proportions but in between she falls in love and realizes the
seriousness of her folly.
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ZERO GRAVITY SYNDROME
A speculative fiction by the author of The Disaster Tourist
just optioned to Bekka Bowling and TDP Development for TV
Winner of the Hankyoreh Literary Award, Hankyoreh / Korea
Translated by Lizzie Buehler

“What will happen to mankind as the moon splits
into two and then divides again and again into
six?” ignites the plot of Zero Gravity Syndrome.
Mankind dreams of a new life. People who want to
migrate

to

the

moon

call

themselves

non-gravitational, and jump off buildings or leave
their homes unannounced in order to leave earth.
Society becomes inundated with violence and
runaways, suicide, and disease. Soon, there are
four moons. People now begin to see the moons
as resources or real estate. When the moons are
put on sale, they sell out in no time. We realize
that the imagination of Yun Ko-eun is not about the unknown future, but the here and
now. In a humorous way, she depicts the greed and ennui of mankind that will never
change, even with six moons. Her imagination is not a means to escape reality, but a
healthy struggle to become more deeply rooted in it.
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Soyoung Park
SNOWGLOBE
Hunger Games meets Snowpiercer meets Truman

Winner of the Changbi Young Adult Award, Russia-AST

Snowglobe is a dystopian YA novel set in a faraway future
when the world is frozen cold and the only warm place on
earth called Snowglobe broadcasts reality TV shows casting
a small number of lucky actors allowed to live in its
hospitable environment. The protagonist Chobam is a

teenage girl who wants to be a director for such a show,
virtually one of the two ways to move up in her
post-apocalypse world. Chobam’s life changes when she
agrees to Director Chaseul’s proposal that she replace
Haeri, the most popular actress at the time who committed
suicdie, and who looks exactly like Chobam. Once she arrives in Snowglobe,
Chobam finds herself in a world she’s always dreamed of: warm weather, beautiful
clothes, no frostbites, and an abundance of food and topnotch medical care. But as
she tries to acquaint herself with Haeri’s family, she discovers the impeccable family
on Haeri’s show was carefully curated and there was much more to Haeri’s
seemingly perfect life. And soon enough, Chobam comes face to face with many
terrible truths, about Haeri, Chobam’s birth, and Chaseul’s ambitious schemes and
past crimes.
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Bae Mi-ju
SYNCHER
Winner of the 3rd Chanbi Young Adult Literature Award
Published by Chagbi / Korea
Joungmin Comfort Lee will translate

Syncher begins with a somewhat offbeat idea
of connecting to the natural world through a
game. As a result of rapid climate change,
humanity in the future has created a giant
dome

on

the

Korean

peninsula

and

developed a specialized tourist zone called
New Amazon

which contains animals and

plants from around the world. During a new
Ice Age, New Amazon had been closed and
forgotten, but life within it continues to thrive.
Syncher is a
called

game that allows its users,

synchers,

to

connect

to

the

consciousnesses of animals and share their
senses.

The

mesmerizing

breathtaking
unknown

rain
wildlife,

forest,
and

precarious climate in New Amazon extend the boundaries of Korean literature into
another

dimension. Vivid, fascinating images of exotic scenes and rich sensory

descriptions, including

smells, convey the protagonist Mima’s emotions and

trembling heart to readers as she steps into the forbidden land. Readers will also
“synch” with this futuristic society and its marvelous nature along with the characters
in the book. The secret, unimagined world of New Amazon will come to life before
your eyes.
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Hye-Jung Kim
HUNTER GIRLS
(184 pages) Sakyejul / April 26th, 2018

Have you ever heard of the Pied Piper,
who kidnapped the children and vanished
hundreds of years ago? A threadbare old
fairy tale? What if the Pied Piper is a real
person? What if he still survives until today
on the power stolen from the children’s
soul, targeting children for his revenge to
the world? If you were the one with the
power to stop him, will you stand up to your rack? On my 12th birthday, my grandma
who came to see me (Kang-ji Lee, 12) for the first time in my life says that I am
destined to be the Hunter Girl who will defeat the Pied Piper. So I must become a
Hunter Girl, punish the bad adults with my own ability, be an expert and beat the Pied
Piper. No way! But my classmates are in danger because of the ‘Mirror Goddess’ –
who turns everyone beautiful and handsome. As I came to find out her creepy truth, I
decided to become a Hunter Girl. From mind training, physical training, screen
archery and to the Hunter Girl Test – it is a tough procedure, but I won’t give up. If I
have the power, whether it is fate or hope, I will protect the children. We protect us.
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Gu Byeong-mo
THE WIZARD BAKER
By Author of Bruised Fruit
Wisdomhouse/Korea

THIS

FANTASTICAL

COMING-OF

-AGE

NOVEL follows several eventful weeks in the
life of a nameless 16-year-old boy, whose
mother committed suicide when he was
young,

and

who

lives

in

an

unhappy

household with his father, stepmom, and
8-year-old stepsister. For six years since the
stepmother joined the family, she has slowly
but definitely pushed the boy out of the
familial circle. She relegates him to his room,
stops doing laundry or cooking for him, and
ices him out. When he was twelve, he
developed a severe stutter and since then has
struggled with school, bullying, and other
issues, retreating and staying silent. He takes care of his meals by buying baked
goods at the neighborhood bakery, Wizard Bakery, which is operated by an odd
baker and a nice cashier.
With an arch, darkly funny voice, this fantastical novel grapples with the choices you
make in life and their consequences, the power of kind, generous strangers in
changing someone’s life, and the family you are born into vs. the one you create. Slim
and streamlined as it might be, this novel reveals a unique voice, one that is bold and
exciting. This novel won the Changbi Young Adult Literature Award in 2009.
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Park Yeon-Seon
WHERE ARE THE BODIES?
Hilarious mystery like that of Carl Hiasson!
Published by Nol at Dasan Books
Author is a screenwriter
and this is her debut.
Sold to Calm Matin/France

MUNSUN KANG—an unemployed twenty year old
and a two-time failed college applicant—is not
excited to spend a week at her grandma’s home in
the mountains after her grandfather dies. Her irke
turns to horror when she wakes up the day after
the funeral to learn that her parents have returned
home, leaving her behind to look after grandma,
80-year-old Kannan Hong. With no cable TV, no
phone service, and what seems to be no residents
under the age of sixty, the village of Duwang doesn’t shape up to be a promising
location for Musun to spend her so-called “exile.” But when Musun happens across a
treasure map that she drew fifteen years earlier, she begins to unravel a mystery that
makes her unplanned vacation a lot more exciting. Upon seeing the map, Grandma
Hong tells Musun the story of four village girls who all disappeared on the same day
fifteen years ago—in fact, while Musun was visiting. Musun soon meets Grandma
Hong’s neighbor, Changhee, who is the younger brother of one of the missing girls,
and finds herself on a wild good chase across the village, interrogating locals to
investigate the whereabouts of the missing girls and unearthing the family tensions
beneath the streets of seemingly bucolic Duwang. Over 13 chapters told in Musun’s
irreverently
humorous
voice—interspersed
with
the
missing
girls’
monologues—readers uncover the truth about a decade-old mystery the residents of
Duwang have been trying to forget about.
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Sungyoon Lee
THE SISTER
Selling on Proposal available
WEL rights sold to Pan Macmillan (publication: winter 22)
Bazar Kustannus / Finland
Finished manuscript due in early ’21

The first book about the sister of Kim Jong Un, and his trusted #2, being groomed to
lead North Korea if anything should happen to her brother. The world knows very
little about her until she made her debut in 2018 at the Pyongyang Olympics.
Sung-Yoon Lee was a former adviser to Obama on North Korea, has great insight,
knowledge, and opinion about the woman who is poised to take over at any time.
About the Author: Sung-Yoon Lee is Kim Koo Korea
Foundation Professor in Korean Studies and Assistant
Professor at The Fletcher School and Tufts University.
He is a Korean-American author who writes in English.
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TRANSLATORS
Many Thanks to the brilliant translators of Korean Literature with whom I work and who make

it happen. I owe a great debt of gratitude to all the translators who honor me with their
friendship and work, not to mention amazing talent. They are my most invaluable partners in
this great Korean Literary Adventure !

Lizzie Beuhler

Heinz Insu Fenkl

Sean Lin Halbert

The Disaster Tourist

The Red Years

Hot Blooded, The Cabinet

Anton Hur

Slin Jung

Ko-eun Yun’s upcoming
new novel

Janet Hong

Lemon, Bunker X Burim ,
Little Village, Brothers,
Savage Alice

I Am an Antifan
The Court Dancer, Violets
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Yewon Jung

Chi young Kim

Joungmin
Comfort Lee

My Brilliant Year, 28,
The Only Child

Sandy Joosun Lee

Jini, Jinny, Bruised Fruit,
The Wizard Bakery,

Everybody Knows, Nobody

Seven Years of Darkness

Knows

Sora Kim Russell

Sung Ryu

Almond

Br. Anthony de
Taize

Shoko’s Smile
The Hole,
The Law of the Lines, The
Plotters, Bigeye

The Picture Bride, The Tall
Blue Ladder
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Barbara J. Zitwer Agency
CO-AGENTS

EASTERN EUROPE, GREECE, RUSSIA

SCANDINAVIA & THE NETHERLANDS

Prava i Prevodi

Monique Oosterhof at Mo Literary Services

FRANCE

SPAIN, LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL &

Donatella d’Ormesson Literary Agency

PORTUGAL
Bernat Fiol at Salmaia Lit

GERMANY
Anoukh Foerg Literary Agency

TAIWAN & MAINLAND CHINA (DEPENDING
ON TITLES)

ISRAEL

Andrew Nurnberg China

The Deborah Harris Agency

Taiwan: Whitney Hsu, Andrew Nurnberg

ITALY

TURKEY

Gabriella Ambrosioni Literary Agency

Nurcihan Kesim Literary Agency

KOREA, JAPAN, MAINLAND CHINA, ALL OF

UK & COMMONWEALTH

ASIA (EXCEPT TAIWAN)

Deal direct

Imprima Korea Agency
KL Management

TV & FILM RIGHTS
Emily Hayward Whitlock, The Artists
Partnership
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